AUTUMN BREAKHOLIDAYS HOME WORK
(SOCIAL SCIENCE)
CLASS – VI
1. Collection of information and pictures of National symbol of India ( Activity Notebook) History.
2. Map activity : Mark continents and Oceans on map of the world and mark all states and neighbouring nations of
India. Geography.
3. Comparative study of Urban and rural administration. Civics.
4. Dust bin making (best out of waste)

CLASS _ VII
1. Collection of pictures of depicting tribal life style in scrap book.
2. Map activity Location of some of the major Indian Tribes in activity note book. History
3. Write about conservation of the forest and wildlife in activity notebook. Geography.
4. Different stage of manufacturing of any three products in chart paper.Civics

CLASS- VIII
1. Collect the picture and write about following personalities of Indian reformation movement movement of
eighteenth century in scrap book.
2. Locate following places on the map of the world.
a. Cotton producers areas and Cotton Textiles producing Centres.
b. Iron ores producers area of India and iron steel plan in India.
c. IT Industry of world
d. Important animal rearing areas of world.
3. Find out any story from old news paper and state the criminal justice of India and its demerits also.

CLASS – IX
1. Make a scrap book about story of cricket

2. Anti poverty programmes and its measures (page no. 39 of of economics)
3. Types of forest with pictures and wirte five points on each of them.
CLASS X
1. Make a scap about the contribution of Mahatma Gandhi towards freedom struggle.
2. Write details about your bank account/ parents account.
3. Collect information about the major currwncy of the world (any Five)
4. Group work: Making a first aid box (Each student of group should contribute few things for first aid box )
5. Mineral and power resources _Map Work.

